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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] The present disclosure relates generally to im-
plementing fallback to enable user equipment to obtain
service from a network cell not currently associated with
the user equipment, for example, circuit-switched fall-
back, and, more specifically, to minimizing delay and im-
proving reliability for circuit-switched fallback.
[0002] As used herein, the term "device" can refer to
a mobile station (MS), a user agent (UA), or user equip-
ment (UE), and can include electronic devices such as
fixed and mobile telephones, personal digital assistants,
handheld or laptop computers, smartphones, televisions
and similar devices that have network communications
capabilities. The terms may also refer to devices that
have similar capabilities but that are not readily trans-
portable, such as desktop computers, set-top boxes, IP-
TVs or network nodes. The term "UE" can also refer to
any hardware or software component that can terminate
a communication session that could include, but is not
limited to, a Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) session. Al-
so, the terms "user agent," "UA," "user
equipment, "UE," and "node" might be used synony-
mously herein. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that
these terms can be used interchangeably.
[0003] A UE may operate in a wireless communica-
tions network that provides high-speed data and/or voice
communications. The wireless communications net-
works may implement circuit-switched (CS) and/or pack-
et-switched (PS) communication protocols to provide
various services. For example, the UE may operate in
communications networks using different radio access
technologies (RAT), such as an Enhanced Universal Ter-
restrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN), Universal
Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN), Global Sys-
tem for Mobile Communications (GSM) network, Evolu-
tion-Data Optimized (EV-DO), 3GSM,
Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications
(DECT), Digital AMPS (IS-136/TDMA), and Integrated
Digital Enhanced Network (iDEN), Universal Mobile Tel-
ecommunications System (UMTS), Enhanced Data rates
for GSM Evolution (EDGE), GPRS/EDGE Radio Access
Network (GERAN), and/or General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS) technology. Other wireless networks that UE
may operate in include but are not limited to Code Divi-
sion Multiple Access (CDMA), cdma2000, cdma2000
1xRTT, cdma2000 HRPD, WLAN (e.g. IEEE 802.11) and
WRAN (e.g. IEEE 802.22). UE may also operate in fixed
network environments such as example Digital Subscrib-
er Line (xDSL) environments, Data Over Cable Service
Interface Specification (DOCSIS) cable networks, Wire-
less Personal Area Networks (PAN), Bluetooth, ZigBee,
Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks (MAN) (e.g.,
WiMAX, IEEE 802.20, IEEE 802.22 ethernet) or optical
networks. Some UE may be capable of multimode oper-
ation where they can operate on more than one access

network technology either on a single access network at
a time or in some devices using multiple access technol-
ogies simultaneously.
[0004] In wireless telecommunications systems, trans-
mission equipment in a base station transmits signals
throughout a geographical region known as a cell. As
technology has evolved, more advanced equipment has
been introduced that can provide services that were not
possible previously. Such advanced equipment may in-
clude, for example, an evolved universal terrestrial radio
access network (E-UTRAN) node B (eNB). Such ad-
vanced or next generation equipment may be referred to
as long-term evolution (LTE) equipment, and a packet-
based network that uses such equipment can be referred
to as an evolved packet system (EPS). As used herein,
the term "access device" will refer to any component,
such as a traditional base station, eNB, or other LTE ac-
cess devices, that can provide UE with access to other
components in a telecommunications system.
[0005] The different networks described above provide
a variety of services to connected UE. Some networks,
for example, provide only PS services and cannot provide
CS voice or other CS domain services. As such, UE may
be configured to connect to different types of networks
to access both PS and CS domain services. For example,
if UE is connected to a first network cell that does not
provide CS domain service, the UE may be configured
to implement CS fallback to connect to an accessible
network such as a GERAN or UTRAN to access voice
or other CS domain services provided by those networks.
As such, a CS fallback procedure allows UE connected
to a network using a first RAT and providing only PS
domain services to connect to another network using a
second RAT and providing CS domain services. CS fall-
back may be used, for example, to initiate voice calls via
a cell of a network providing CS domain services, when,
at the time of initiating the voice call, the UE was asso-
ciated with a cell of a network that only provides PS do-
main services. The UE initiating the voice call may be
either idle or active on the cell of the network that only
provides PS domain services. In case the UE is idle it
can be said to be camped on the cell and may be mon-
itoring the paging channel of that cell for paging messag-
es for mobile-terminated sessions or calls. In case the
UE is active it may be communicating with the cell and
transferring data for a PS domain service.
[0006] Fig. 1 is an illustration of a CS fallback process
wherein UE 10 transitions from an E-UTRAN cell to a
GERAN or UTRAN cell to access CS domain services
for initiating a voice call. In Fig. 1, UE 10 is initially con-
nected to E-UTRAN cell 100. Because E-UTRAN cell
100 does not provide CS domain services, UE 10 imple-
ments CS fallback to communicate with the GERAN or
UTRAN cell 102 to access CS domain services. Depend-
ing upon network implementation, it is not necessary that
cells 100 and 102 be co-extensive. However, to transfer
from one cell to another, UE 10 should be within the com-
munication range of each cell.
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[0007] In Fig. 1, UE 10 is first connected to or camped
on E-UTRAN cell 100. To initiate a mobile-originated
voice call, UE 10 transmits a signal 104 to E-UTRAN cell
100 that includes a request to initiate a voice call. After
receiving the request, E-UTRAN cell 100 transmits a sig-
nal 106 to UE 10 indicating that the voice call cannot be
supported because E-UTRAN cell 100 cannot provide
the necessary CS domain services. Signal 106 may also
include a reference identifying a candidate GERAN or
UTRAN cell 102, which does support the CS domain
services for the voice call. After receiving signal 106, UE
10 transfers to GERAN or UTRAN cell 102 using the in-
formation provided in signal 106. The transfer may be
implemented using a handover procedure, cell change
order (CCO) procedure, PS handover procedure, or re-
direction procedure, for example. Note that in Fig. 1, ar-
row 108 only indicates the transfer of UE 10’s communi-
cation from one cell to another, and does not indicate
physical movement of UE 10. After transferring to GER-
AN or UTRAN cell 102, UE 10 establishes a connection
for initiating the voice call as indicated by line 110. In the
case of a mobile-terminated voice call, UE 10 may be
first paged by E-UTRAN cell 100 for an incoming CS
domain voice call. In response to the page, UE 10 follows
a similar process as described above for the mobile-orig-
inated call to transfer to the GERAN or UTRAN cell 102
and after transferring UE 10 responds to the page on the
GERAN or UTRAN cell 102.
[0008] To facilitate CS fallback, UE 10 may be config-
ured to communicate with both PS-based and CS-based
networks. For example, UE 10 may support combined
procedures for EPS/International Mobile Subscriber
Identity (IMSI) attach, and Tracking Area update for reg-
istering with a Mobility Management Entity (MME) to ac-
cess PS domain services (for example, via an E-UTRAN,
UTRAN or GERAN access network) and for registering
with a Mobile Switching Center (MSC) to access CS do-
main services (for example, via a UTRAN or GERAN
access network or another network supporting CS do-
main services). The combined procedures also allow the
MSC and MME to create an association between one
another so that each is aware that UE 10 is simultane-
ously registered with both the MSC and MME and that,
therefore, the UE is registered with both the PS and CS
networks.
[0009] When performing CS fallback, UE 10 may be in
the best position to determine which cell or cells are can-
didate cells to fallback to - UE 10 can detect which cells
are in close proximity or have particularly strong received
signal strength or quality (or other such preferential pa-
rameters), and hence with which cells UE 10 would likely
have a successful connection following the CS fallback
process. As such, during the CS fallback process, UE 10
may undertake a measurement step to detect and identify
the cells accessible to UE 10. In other words, before fall-
ing back to a cell providing CS domain services, UE 10
first searches for available candidate network cells via a
measurement process.

[0010] The measurement step may involve interrup-
tions in the downlink reception and uplink transmission
activities of UE 10 during which UE 10’s receiver is tem-
porarily retuned to the frequencies that might be used by
the candidate cells (e.g., in the case of GERAN candidate
cells, the frequencies on which broadcast control chan-
nels (BCCH) may be transmitted) that may be accessible
to UE 10. These interruptions are termed measurement
gaps. The measurement gaps periodically occur. One
standard currently defines 2 different periods: gap pattern
0, which gives a 6ms measurement gap every 40ms, and
gap pattern 1, which gives a 6ms measurement gap every
80ms. Thus the measurement gap patterns give 7.5%
(pattern 1) or 15% (pattern 0) of the UE 10’s time to detect
and perform measurements of cells of other networks,
which therefore take a relatively long time.
[0011] Fig. 2 is an illustration of an exemplary meas-
urement gap pattern that allows the receiver of UE 10 to
be temporarily retuned to frequencies that might be used
by GERAN cells to detect cells that are accessible to UE
10. At time t=0, RRC Connection Reconfiguration proce-
dure is performed to begin the measurement process.
Periodic measurement gaps 115 are then defined to al-
low UE 10 to perform measurements for GERAN cells.
During measurement gaps 115, UE 10 reconfigures its
receiver in an attempt to detect and/or measure available
candidate cells. In the non-measurement gap periods
117, UE 10 assumes normal operation.
[0012] After the last measurement gap, sufficient
measurements may have been performed by UE 10 and
one or more candidate network cells that provide CS do-
main services may have been detected. UE 10 may then
transmit measurement results to an access device of the
PS network (e.g., an E-UTRAN eNB). The measurement
results transmitted to the PS network may then be used
by the PS network to determine an optimal CS network
cell to which UE 10 may be transferred during the CS
fallback procedure.
[0013] When implementing CS fallback, delay is a con-
cern. If UE 10 is initially camped on an E-UTRAN cell
and wishes to access CS domain services, a CS fallback
process may be executed. While the RRC (radio re-
source control) connection setup procedure of the CS
fallback process may be relatively short (150 ms is the
target time for the E-UTRA system design) the measure-
ment step and the step of selecting a target cell for CS
domain services can potentially take a significant amount
of time. As such, CS fallback may be delayed resulting
in delays in establishing the CS domain services, possi-
bly delaying the establishment of a voice connection for
the user or negatively affecting other services accessed
by UE 10. In particular, the need to carry out a number
of steps while camped in E-UTRAN and possibly obtain
system information for the target cell may result in a delay
which, to the user, is noticeably longer than if UE 10 were
initially camped on the target cell.
[0014] It is also possible that during CS fallback UE 10
may be directed to or select a target cell that has (or, in
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other words, is in, or belongs to) a different location area
(LA) than the cell with which or in which UE 10 is currently
registered. Any resulting location update may add further
delay to establishing the CS domain service. Also, in a
mobile-terminated call, it is possible that the LA of the
target cell is associated with a different MSC from the
MSC that handles the incoming call. In that case, call
establishment may fail.
[0015] US 2009/0036131 A1 discloses a system in
which a voice service is established in the circuit switched
domain of a GERAN/UTRAN cell to ensure service con-
tinuity, in which an eNodeB selects a single candidate
cell to which User Equipment is directed.
WO2008/148432 A1 discloses separate methods in
which an eNodeB selects a candidate cell to which User
Equipment connects to establish a Circuit Switched serv-
ice.
[0016] "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical
Specification Group Services and System Aspects;
Study on Circuit Switched (CS) domain services over
evolved Packet Switched (PS) access; Stage 2 (Release
9); 3GPP TR 23.879", discloses background information.
[0017] "TP to TS 36.331 to remove T312- 3GPP Draft;
R2-085938", discloses background information.
[0018] WO 2008058877 A1 discloses background in-
formation.
[0019] WO 2008/148432A1 discloses background in-
formation.
[0020] WO 2009/057960A2 discloses background in-
formation.
[0021] "3GPP TS 23.272 V9.0.0 (2009-06)", discloses
background information.
[0022] According to the present invention there is pro-
vided a method performed by User Equipment (UE) ac-
cording to claim 1. The invention further provides user
equipment arranged to carry out the method of claim 1.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0023] For a more complete understanding of this dis-
closure, reference is now made to the following brief de-
scription, in connection with the accompanying drawings
and detailed description, wherein like reference numer-
als represent like parts.

Fig. 1 is an illustration of a CS fallback process
wherein UE transitions from an E-UTRAN cell to a
GERAN or UTRAN cell to access CS domain serv-
ices for initiating a voice call;
Fig. 2 is an illustration of an exemplary measurement
gap pattern that allows the receiver of UE to be tem-
porarily retuned to frequencies of other RATs (e.g.,
GERAN, UTRAN, or other CS networks) to detect
network cells providing CS domain services;
Fig. 3 illustrates a message sequence for implement-
ing CS fallback when UE camped on an E-UTRAN
cell or other network cell wishes to initiate a CS voice
call or use other CS domain services on another net-

work cell;
Fig. 4 illustrates a message sequence for implement-
ing CS fallback with the addition of new signaling for
transmitting idle mode measurement requests and
data between UE and the network;
Fig. 5 is an illustration of an exemplary measurement
gap pattern that improves measurement efficiency;
Fig. 6 is an illustration of an alternative message se-
quence for implementing CS fallback, wherein the
alternative sequence eliminates some of the com-
munication steps between an access device and an
MME;
Fig. 7 illustrates a communication flow diagram for
implementing a UE-terminated call when Idle mode
Signaling Reduction (ISR) is active;
Fig. 8 is an illustration of a network configuration
wherein UE is camped on an E-UTRAN cell and is
also located close to the boundaries of the radio cov-
erage of two GERAN cells;
Fig. 9 illustrates a conventional message flow for call
setup on a CS network for a UE-terminated call using
the Stand alone Dedicated CHannel (SDCCH);
Fig. 10 illustrates a message flow for call setup on a
CS network for a UE-terminated call using Fast As-
sociated Control CHannel (FACCH) signaling;
Fig. 11 illustrates a wireless communications system
including an embodiment of user equipment;
Fig. 12 shows a block diagram of user equipment
including a digital signal processor (DSP) and a
memory;
Fig. 13 illustrates a software environment that may
be implemented by a processor of user equipment;
and
Fig. 14 illustrates an example of a system that in-
cludes a processing component suitable for imple-
menting aspects of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0024] The invention is set out in the appended set of
claims. The embodiments and/or examples of the follow-
ing description which are not covered by the appended
claims are considered as not being part of the present
invention. The present disclosure overcomes the afore-
mentioned drawbacks and others by providing a system
and method for implementing fallback to enable user
equipment to obtain service from a network cell not cur-
rently associated with the user equipment, for example,
circuit-switched (CS) fallback, and, specifically, for min-
imizing delay and improving reliability for CS fallback.
[0025] The various aspects of the disclosure are now
described with reference to the annexed drawings,
wherein like numerals refer to like or corresponding ele-
ments throughout. It should be understood, however, that
the drawings and detailed description relating thereto are
not intended to limit the claimed subject matter to the
particular form disclosed. Rather, the intention is to cover
all modifications, equivalents, and alternatives falling
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within the scope of the claimed subject matter.
[0026] As used herein, the terms "component," "sys-
tem," and the like are intended to refer to a computer-
related entity, either hardware, a combination of hard-
ware and software, software, or software in execution.
For example, a component may be, but is not limited to,
a process running on a processor, a processor, an object,
an executable, a thread of execution, a program, and/or
a computer. By way of illustration, both an application
running on a computer and the computer can be a com-
ponent. One or more components may reside within a
process and/or thread of execution and a component
may be localized on one computer or distributed between
two or more computers.
[0027] The word "exemplary" is used herein to mean
serving as an example, instance, or illustration. Any as-
pect or design described herein as "exemplary" is not to
be construed as preferred or advantageous over other
aspects or designs.
[0028] Furthermore, the disclosed subject matter may
be implemented as a system, method, apparatus, or ar-
ticle of manufacture using standard programming and/or
engineering techniques to produce software, firmware,
hardware, or any combination thereof to control a com-
puter- or processor-based device to implement aspects
detailed herein. The term "article of manufacture" (or al-
ternatively, "computer program product") as used herein
is intended to encompass a computer program accessi-
ble from any computer-readable device, carrier, or me-
dia. For example, computer readable media can include
but are not limited to magnetic storage devices (for ex-
ample, hard disk, floppy disk, magnetic strips, and the
like), optical disks (for example, compact disk (CD), dig-
ital versatile disk (DVD), and the like), smart cards, and
flash memory devices (for example, card, stick, and the
like). Additionally, it should be appreciated that a carrier
wave can be employed to carry computer-readable elec-
tronic data such as those used in transmitting and receiv-
ing electronic mail or in accessing a network such as the
Internet or a local area network (LAN). Of course, those
skilled in the art will recognize many modifications may
be made to this configuration without departing from the
scope of the claimed subject matter.
[0029] In general, the inventive system and methods
have been developed to reduce the delay and improve
the reliability of a CS fallback process. CS fallback may
be implemented for transitioning from E-UTRAN to GER-
AN, specifically, or, more generally, from a first network
that does not provide CS domain services to a second
network that does provide CS domain services. For ex-
ample, CS fallback may be implemented to allow fallback
from E-UTRANs to UTRAN or CDMA2000 networks. To
this end, the present system provides a more efficient
measurement algorithm to minimize delay during the fall-
back procedure. The system may also minimize commu-
nications that must be processed before CS fallback can
be completed. Although the following disclosure is pri-
marily focused on a system for implementing CS fallback

from an E-UTRAN to a GERAN, the present disclosure
applies to fallback between any combination of other net-
works such as E-UTRAN, WiMAX, UTRAN, CDMA2000
networks, or any networks.
[0030] When performing CS fallback, UE 10 may de-
termine the most appropriate CS network cell to connect
to. Alternatively, the network (for example an eNB) may
select the CS network cell that the UE should connect to
based on measurements of candidate cells provided by
the UE. UE 10 can detect which CS network cells are in
close proximity, and with which cells UE 10 has the high-
est quality connection. During CS fallback, UE 10 may
undertake a measurement step to identify candidate cells
accessible to UE 10, and search for available cells before
transferring to a cell providing CS domain services. The
UE may, as part of the search procedure, identify cells
that can provide those services or, based on previously
received or configured information, search only for cells
known to provide those services.
[0031] When implementing CS fallback, delay is a con-
cern. If UE 10 is initially camped on a GERAN or UTRAN
cell, for example, CS voice call signaling may be started
immediately. In contrast, if UE 10 is initially camped on
an E-UTRAN cell, several additional steps (including
steps 116-130 illustrated on FIG. 3) may be performed.
While some of these additional steps may be relatively
short (for example, 150 ms is the target time for the E-
UTRA system design to establish an RRC connection),
the inter-RAT measurement step (see step 124 of Fig.
3) and the step of selecting the target cell for CS domain
services (see step 130 of Fig. 3) can potentially take a
significant amount of time. As such, CS fallback may be
delayed resulting in delays in establishing the CS domain
services, possibly delaying the establishment of a voice
connection or other service for the user.
[0032] Of additional concern, in conventional CS fall-
back processes, UE 10 may be directed to or select a
GERAN or UTRAN cell that has a different location area
(LA) from the cell with which UE 10 is currently associ-
ated. In that case, UE 10 may perform a location area
update after arriving in the new cell before starting sign-
aling related to the CS call. The location area update
adds further delay to the CS domain service establish-
ment. Furthermore, in a mobile-terminated call, it is pos-
sible that the new LA is associated with a different MSC
from the MSC that handles the incoming call. In that case,
call establishment may fail.
[0033] Fig. 3 illustrates a message sequence for im-
plementing CS fallback when UE camped on an E-
UTRAN cell or other network cell wishes to respond to a
paging request associated with an incoming CS voice
call or other CS domain service. Although Fig. 3 illustrates
CS fallback from an E-UTRAN to a GERAN, fallback to
other networks supporting CS services such as UTRAN
may be implemented using similar processes. Some dif-
ferences in the process of Fig. 3 for performing fallback
from other PS networks to other CS networks are de-
scribed below.
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[0034] In a first step 113, a paging request for a CS
voice call, originating from an MSC (not shown), is sent
to MME 112 with which UE 10 is registered. The MME
translates a Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (TM-
SI) associated with the paging request to the S-TMSI
(serving TMSI) identifying UE 10. MME 112 may then
page UE 10 using the S-TMSI. MME 112 includes a ’CS
domain indicator’ in the paging request to notify UE 10
that the paging request originates from the CS domain.
Note that step 113 occurs in the case of a UE-terminated
call and does not occur in the case of a UE-originated call.
[0035] Steps 116a - 116d establish an RRC connection
to the E-UTRAN cell on which UE 10 was camped. In
step 116c, UE 10 sends an RRC Connection Setup Com-
plete message to access device 114. The RRC Connec-
tion Setup Complete message may carry a Non-Access
Stratum (NAS) Extended Service Request message,
which may then be forwarded in step 116d from access
device 114 to MME 112.
[0036] In step 118 an S1 context setup message is
transmitted from MME 112 to access device 114 to trans-
fer UE 10 context information. The context setup mes-
sage may include an indication that CS fallback has been
triggered. In step 120a, access device 114 transmits a
Security Mode Command message to start Access Stra-
tum (AS) security. In step 120b, UE 10 sends a Security
Mode Complete message to confirm the establishment
of integrity protection.
[0037] In step 122a, access device 114 initiates an
RRC Connection Reconfiguration procedure to setup the
radio bearers to be used in active mode. In step 122b,
UE 10 sends an RRC Connection Reconfiguration Com-
plete message to confirm the completion of the proce-
dure. Additionally, as CS fallback has been triggered,
access device 114 may use the message in step 122a,
i.e., RRC Connection Reconfiguration, to configure UE
10 to perform measurements on GERAN cells and to
configure measurement gaps in which UE 10 should per-
form those measurements. Exemplary measurement
gap patterns are illustrated in Fig. 2. In step 124, after
receiving the measurement gap information in step 122,
UE 10 performs measurements on GERAN cells accord-
ing to the measurement configuration and measurement
gaps.
[0038] In step 126, after detecting and measuring at
least one GERAN cell, UE 10 transmits a measurement
report to access device 114. The measurement report
may optionally contain measurements for more than one
GERAN cell if more than one potential cell is detected.
[0039] After receiving the measurement report, access
device 114 sends an RRC command called Mobility from
E-UTRA Command in step 128 to instruct UE 10 to
change to a particular GERAN cell. The RRC command
may also include Network Assisted Cell Change (NACC)
information (e.g., system information) applicable to the
identified GERAN cell. In one aspect, the identified cell
is selected from a list of appropriate GERAN cells iden-
tified in the measurement report transmitted by UE 10 in

step 126.
[0040] In step 130, UE 10 selects the identified target
GERAN cell, and acquires any system information, if not
contained in the RRC command, that is necessary to
transfer to the target GERAN cell. The acquisition of sys-
tem information for the target cell, however, may signif-
icantly delay the CS fallback procedure. For example, it
may take the UE two or more seconds to acquire all the
necessary system information to perform CS fallback to
a target GERAN cell, and 640 ms to read the necessary
system information from a target UTRAN cell. In poor
channel conditions, the UE may have to make multiple
attempts to successfully retrieve the system information,
further extending the delay.
[0041] Finally, in step 132, UE 10 initiates CS signaling
on the GERAN cell to Base Station Subsystem (BSS)
134, which may comprise a base station controller (BSC)
and base transceiver station (BTS), to complete the an-
swer to paging (in the case of a UE-terminated call) or
to originate a call (in the case of a UE-originated call).
[0042] As described above, Fig. 3 illustrates a mes-
sage sequence for implementing CS fallback to a GER-
AN cell. Depending upon the configurations of the original
PS network and the target CS network, several of the
steps illustrated in Fig. 3 may be modified. For example,
when implementing CS fallback to GERAN using a PS
handover, steps 128 and 130 may be replaced with an
inter-RAT PS handover to GERAN procedure. Also,
when performing CS fallback to UTRAN, steps 128 and
130 may be replaced with an inter-RAT PS handover to
UTRAN procedure.
[0043] When a PS handover to the target cell is not
supported, the access device may trigger an inter-RAT
cell change procedure by issuing a Cell Change Order
(CCO) in a Mobility From E-UTRA Command to UE 10
during an RRC connection. The inter-RAT CCO option-
ally includes NACC information, e.g., the system infor-
mation of the target cell, and may contain a CS Fallback
Indicator that indicates to the UE that the CCO is triggered
as a result of a CS fallback request. If the inter-RAT CCO
contains a CS Fallback Indicator and the UE fails to es-
tablish a connection to the target RAT, then the UE may
presume that CS fallback has failed. The RRC connec-
tion between UE 10 and E-UTRA is released when the
cell change procedure is completed successfully.
[0044] When, for example, neither PS handover nor
inter-RAT cell change are supported by the RAT of the
target cell (for example, GERAN or UTRAN), the access
device 114 may trigger the CS fallback through redirec-
tion by, for example, sending UE 10 an RRC Connection
Release message containing redirection information
which may be an indication of the target RAT possibly
together with an indication of a carrier frequency or fre-
quencies on that target RAT. The UE 10 may use the
redirection information in selecting a cell of the target
RAT at step 130 and then access the CS services on the
selected cell at step 132.
[0045] When performing CS fallback to GERAN A/Gb
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mode, the UE may establish a radio resource connection
using the procedures specified in 3GPP TS 44.018
v.8.4.0. The UE requests and is assigned a dedicated
channel. After the CS resources are allocated in the GER-
AN cell, and the main signaling link is established as de-
scribed in 3GPP TS 44.018, the UE may enter either Dual
Transfer Mode (DTM) possibly requiring support of DTM
by both the UE and the new cell or Dedicated Mode and
the CS call establishment procedure can take place.
[0046] If the MSC serving the GERAN or UTRAN cell
is different from the MSC with which the UE was regis-
tered when the UE was camped in E-UTRAN, the MSC
serving the GERAN or UTRAN cell may reject the re-
quested service. In that case, the UE may perform a Lo-
cation Update procedure to inform the new MSC of its
location or may perform a combined Routing Area/Loca-
tion Area (RA/LA) update procedure to create an asso-
ciation between the (new) MSC and the SGSN (Serving
GPRS Support Node) and to release the existing asso-
ciation between the (old) MSC and the MME.
[0047] In the case of UE-terminated calls, paging in-
formation may be sent to the MME from the MSC that
includes location information necessary to page the UE.
The paging information may be sent to one or more net-
work access devices. Upon receiving the paging infor-
mation, the UE may establish an RRC connection and
send an Extended Service Request message with CS
fallback indicator to the MME. The MME may then send
parameters to the access device to request the access
device to move the UE to the specified UTRAN or GERAN
cell.
[0048] In one aspect, the access device requests
measurement reports from UE 10 to determine the ap-
propriate target cell for UE 10. The access device may
then trigger an inter-RAT handover to the UTRAN or
GERAN, an inter-RAT cell change to the GERAN, or a
redirection procedure using, for example, the same
mechanisms as described above in Fig. 3. If the LA and/or
RA information of the new cell is different from that stored
in the UE, the UE may perform a combined RA/LA update
procedure if the target system operates in Network Mode
of Operation 1 or a Location Area Update (LAU) other-
wise.
[0049] The UE may then transmit a paging response
message to the MSC in the new RAT and enter either
DTM or Dedicated Mode (if in GERAN) or
RRC_CONNECTED mode (if in UTRAN) and the CS call
establishment procedure completes. If the UE is still in
UTRAN/GERAN after the CS voice call is terminated,
and if an LAU or a combined RA/LA update has not al-
ready been performed in the call establishment phase,
then the UE may perform either an LAU or the combined
RA/LA update procedure.
[0050] When UE 10 is in idle mode, UE 10 may be
configured to periodically perform idle mode measure-
ments for the purpose of cell reselection. During idle
mode measurements, the UE detects candidate cells and
measures signal strengths. As such, when UE 10 enters

connected mode (e.g., steps 116a-116d of Fig. 3), UE
10 may already have detected and performed measure-
ments on one or more candidate GERAN cells. In one
aspect, UE 10 may be configured to store idle mode
measurement results associated with detected GERAN
cells and later retrieve and use the idle mode measure-
ments when performing CS fallback. The idle mode
measurements may replace or speed up connected
mode measurements (i.e., step 124 of Fig. 3), thereby
minimizing delay in establishing the fallback service.
[0051] According to one set of E-UTRA specifications,
for example, idle mode measurements may be performed
by UE 10 based on system information. For example,
System Information Block Type 7 may include GERAN
frequencies and allowed network color codes used in the
registered PLMN that may be measured by UE 10 while
in idle mode. If the system information is not provided,
however, UE 10 may instead rely on UE 10’s stored
knowledge of allocated GERAN frequencies and allowed
network color codes used in the registered PLMN to cap-
ture idle mode measurements.
[0052] In a first implementation of the present system
that uses idle mode measurement data captured by UE
10, the message sequence of Fig. 3 is largely unchanged.
However, UE 10 is configured to store and retrieve idle
mode measurement data. When access device 114 con-
figures or requests UE 10 to perform GERAN measure-
ments at steps 122a-122b of Fig. 3 in connected mode,
UE 10 may then respond to the request with the idle mode
measurement data rather than actively detect available
GERAN cells. Alternatively, should UE 10 undertake con-
nected mode measurements as in step 124 of Fig. 3, UE
10 can minimize the time duration of the connected mode
measurement process by using information of the net-
work cells detected during the idle mode measurements.
For example, the UE may tune only to those frequencies
where the BCCH carrier of allowed GERAN cells was
detected during the idle mode measurements. As a re-
sult, UE 10 may start measuring the GERAN cells sooner
and report the measurement results together with the
previously identified BSICs (base station identity codes)
as soon as sufficient measurements have been taken.
In either alternative, UE 10 may report measurement re-
sults to access device 114 upon request from access
device 114.
[0053] This approach may be implemented by UE 10
without any changes (or only minimal changes) to exist-
ing specifications and may be implicitly required by set-
ting particular performance requirements (e.g. setting a
maximum value for any delay associated with sending
the measurement report) or may be mandated such as
by explicit requirements defined in a specification.
[0054] Alternatively, when using idle mode measure-
ments for CS fallback, new signaling may be added to
the message sequence of Fig. 3 to enable access device
114 to specifically request idle mode measurements and
for UE 10 to send idle mode measurements to access
device 114. Fig. 4 illustrates a message sequence for
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implementing CS fallback with the addition of new sign-
aling for transmitting idle-mode measurement requests
and data between UE 10 and access device 114.
[0055] In Fig. 4, access device 114 transmits a mes-
sage 140 to UE 10 specifically requesting that UE 10
report measurements performed in idle mode. Access
device 114 may request the idle mode measurements
by sending an ’idle mode measurement reporting config-
uration’ via system information broadcast in step 140 as
illustrated on Fig. 4. Alternatively, access device 114 may
include an ’idle mode measurement request’ in the RRC
Connection Setup message as illustrated by step 142 in
Fig. 4. Although both steps are shown on Fig. 4, they
may be executed independently, with only one of steps
140 and 142 being used to request idle mode measure-
ments.
[0056] The request for idle mode measurement re-
sults, whether in the system information or in the RRC
Connection Setup message or in some other message,
may include such additional information as connection
quality threshold or signal strength threshold, so that UE
10 only needs to report cells meeting those criteria. The
request may also identify particular RATs so that UE 10
would only report measurement results of network cells
using those particular RATs. The request may further
specify a maximum number of network cells for which
UE 10 may report idle mode measurements.
[0057] In response to a request for the idle mode meas-
urement reports, UE 10 sends the requested idle mode
measurements to access device 114. UE 10 may include
an ’idle mode measurement report’ in the RRC Connec-
tion Setup Complete message as shown in step 144 of
Fig. 4. Alternatively, UE 10 may transmit a separate RRC
Measurement Report message after the RRC Connec-
tion Setup Complete message has been sent, i.e., after
an RRC connection has been established, as shown in
step 146. Again, although both steps are shown on Fig.
4, they may be executed independently, with only one of
steps 144 and 146 being used to transmit idle mode
measurements. Whether UE 10 should report the idle
mode measurements in or after the RRC Connection Set-
up Complete message may be specified in the request
for idle mode measurements from the E-UTRAN.
[0058] The idle mode measurement report may identify
the RAT of each network cell measured during the idle
mode, the signal strength of each measured network cell
such as the strength of the respective pilot signal, the
phase information of each measured network cell, iden-
tification of the carrier of each measured network cell,
the carrier to noise ratio (Ec/No), and/or received signal
code power (RSCP) of the common pilot channel
(CPICH_RSCP) in measured UTRAN cells, and may pro-
vide a list of the network cells measured during the idle
mode, optionally grouped by RATs.
[0059] The UE may be configured to send idle mode
measurement information only as part of a CS fallback
procedure. Alternatively, the UE may be configured to
send idle mode measurement information even in cases

when the UE is establishing a connection to the E-UTRA
cell for reasons other than CS fallback (for example when
accessing the cell for PS services). Whether to send the
idle mode measurement information in all cases or only
in the case of a CS fallback may be under the control of
the access device and configured in the UE by means of
a parameter within the idle mode measurement reporting
configuration or idle mode measurement request, which
configuration or request may be provided, e.g., in the
system information or in the RRC Connection Setup mes-
sage.
[0060] In some cases UE 10 may not have recent
measurements of GERAN cells. If so, a measurement
report may not be sent to the network (e.g., in steps 144
or 146 of Fig. 4), an empty report may be sent, or the
measurement report may include an explicit indication
that no measurements of GERAN cells are available. In
response, E-UTRAN (e.g., via access device 114 of Fig.
4) may trigger connected mode measurement reporting
to obtain the measurements as illustrated by Fig. 3.
[0061] Additionally, the idle mode measurements of
GERAN cells may not be recent (for example, not re-
ceived within the last minute) or outdated if UE 10 is in
a high mobility state (i.e. fast moving). In that case, UE
10 may include in the measurement report an indication
that the idle mode measurements are not very recent
(e.g. stale), that the UE is fast moving, or that the meas-
urement report may not be particularly reliable. In re-
sponse to an indication that the idle mode measurement
data may not be reliable, access device 114 may trigger
connected mode measurement reporting to obtain more
up-to-date measurements from UE 10, for example as
illustrated in step 124 of Fig. 3.
[0062] It may be preferable that the sending of any such
idle or connected mode measurement reports by UE 10
be under control of the network. For example, in some
deployment scenarios where the coverage of a small E-
UTRAN cell in a rural area is within the coverage of a
single GERAN cell, UE 10 will always be directed to the
same GERAN cell. In that case, measurement data may
be unnecessary - the E-UTRAN cell already knows to
which GERAN cell UE 10 would most likely be directed.
In many cases, however, such as urban environments
where there is a high density of GERAN cells, measure-
ment reports generated by UE 10 enable the network to
select the most appropriate cell for a particular UE.
[0063] After receiving the information contained in the
idle mode measurement report, access device 114 may
send an RRC Mobility from E-UTRA command to instruct
UE 10 to fallback to one of the GERAN cells reported by
UE 10 in the idle mode measurement report. As such,
steps 124 and 126 of Fig. 3 may not be executed and
are thus not shown in Fig. 4. Ultimately, however, access
device 114 may make the determination as to which
GERAN cell UE 10 will be directed to. Accordingly, if ac-
cess device 114 determines that UE 10 should not be
directed to any of the cells reported in the idle mode
measurement report, access device 114 may request in
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step 122a that UE 10 perform active measuring and re-
porting of steps 124 and 126 of Fig. 3 in an attempt to
find additional candidate cells.
[0064] In another aspect, upon receiving a paging mes-
sage or a request to initiate a UE-originated call, UE 10
may select a GERAN cell based on previous idle mode
measurements without assistance from access device
114. UE 10 may first signal access device 114 of the E-
UTRAN cell before connecting to the selected GERAN
cell to carry out the call. Alternatively, UE 10 may directly
connect to the selected GERAN cell to carry out the call
without any signaling to access device 114 of the E-
UTRAN cell.
[0065] In some cases, to conserve UE power that may
otherwise be used for making idle measurements, certain
conditions may be specified under which UE 10 does not
perform measurements during idle mode. For example,
in one particular implementation, idle measurements
may not be made if the received power of the serving E-
UTRAN cell is greater than a pre-defined threshold, if E-
UTRAN is assigned a higher priority than GERAN, if com-
bined attach fails, if the UE supports or prefers voice call
only through IMS (IP multimedia subsystem), and/or if
IMS voice call is available. Alternatively, UE 10 may de-
termine whether to make idle measurements based upon
a combination of one or more factors such as a) whether
the serving E-UTRAN is known to not support particular
services such as voice (so that CS fallback may be nec-
essary for voice calls), b) whether the serving E-UTRAN
is known to provide system information for the target cell
(in the manner of NACC making the acquisition of system
information from the target RAT unnecessary), c) battery
status of UE 10, and d) voice support of UE 10 (for ex-
ample, laptop data cards may not support voice at all). If
any such conditions apply, UE 10 may not have any re-
cent measurements of GERAN cells to be used after UE
10 enters connected mode. In that case, UE 10 may be
required to perform connected mode measurements as
shown in the CS fallback process of Fig. 3 because idle
mode measurements will not be available.
[0066] The following approaches may be implemented
to increase the likelihood that UE 10 has available idle
measurement information. First, UE 10 may voluntarily
perform idle measurements on GERAN cells even when
not mandated in view of the current operating conditions.
Although this option may reduce the measurement delay
associated with CS fallback, it may negatively affect UE
10’s power consumption. Second, UE 10 may perform
measurements on GERAN cells shortly after it has re-
ceived the paging message illustrated in step 113 of Fig.
3 for UE-terminated calls, or after receiving the request
to initiate a UE-originated call, and before UE 10 enters
connected mode. In that case, UE 10 may first continu-
ously perform sufficient GERAN measurements and only
then initiate the connection to the E-UTRAN cell (e.g.,
steps 116a-116d of Fig. 3). Although this implementation
may add some delay to the CS fallback procedure, the
extra delay due to the short period of continuous meas-

urements will generally be less than the total delay as-
sociated with performing the measurement during meas-
urement gaps in connected mode.
[0067] In addition to performing cell reselection meas-
urements of GERAN cells while in idle mode, UE 10 may
also attempt to acquire in advance system information
of the GERAN cells or other CS network cells that are
most likely to be used in the case of CS fallback to shorten
the CS fallback process. For example, UE 10 may be
configured to acquire system information of the strongest
GERAN neighbor cell while in idle mode. Then UE 10
may not need to retrieve the same system information
during the CS fallback procedure as in, for example, step
130 of the sequence of Fig. 3, and can use the previously
acquired system information to speed up the fallback
process.
[0068] UE 10 may be further configured to implement
appropriate logic to determine whether to acquire system
information for one or more neighbor cells while in idle
mode. For example, the determination may depend on
a) whether the serving E-UTRAN is known to not support
particular services such as voice (so that CS fallback may
be necessary for voice calls), b) whether the serving E-
UTRAN is known to provide system information for the
target cell (in the manner of NACC making the acquisition
of system information from the target RAT unnecessary),
c) battery status of UE 10, d) voice support of UE 10 (for
example, laptop data cards may not support voice at all),
e) number of detected cells (system information for a high
number of cells requiring more time and battery power
to receive and decode, and a high number of cells making
it more likely that the eventual target cell will be one for
which the UE has not yet acquired system information)
or any combination of these. By limiting the circumstanc-
es under which UE 10 will attempt to acquire system in-
formation, battery consumption for UE 10 may be re-
duced compared to a process whereby such neighbor
cell system information is always received and decoded.
[0069] In addition to minimizing occurrences of con-
nected mode measurements by using idle mode meas-
urement data, the present system may be made more
efficient by further minimizing the duration of any con-
nected mode measurements that must be collected. In
many cases, significant delay associated with connected
mode measurements may result from the use of meas-
urement gap patterns that give only a limited amount of
time for UE 10 to perform connected mode measure-
ments, for example, as shown in Fig. 2.
[0070] In one aspect, UE 10 may be configured to ded-
icate more time to connected mode measurements than
are allocated by the existing measurement gap patterns
described above (such as illustrated in Fig. 2.) In the CS
fallback message sequence of Fig. 3, for example, there
is no ongoing voice call or data activity at the time of
initiating the CS fallback process because UE 10 has just
left idle mode. As such, UE 10 may implement an en-
hanced measurement gap schedule to increase the
amount of time UE 10 allocates to performing any re-
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quired measurements. After UE 10 has performed suffi-
cient measurements to detect one or more candidate
cells, UE 10 may cease the measurement process and
send a measurement report to access device 114.
[0071] Fig. 5 is an illustration of an exemplary meas-
urement gap pattern that may be implemented by UE 10
for efficient measurements. In Fig. 5, an RRC Connection
Reconfiguration message is transmitted to begin the
measurement process in step 150. A single contiguous
measurement gap 152 is then defined during which UE
10 performs measurements for GERAN cells. After UE
10 has detected one or more candidate cells, UE 10
transmits the measurement results to the access device
(e.g., an E-UTRAN eNB) in step 154. Note that in the
present implementation, even if an ongoing data session
is active, the CS fallback process may still be more effi-
cient using a longer and continuous measurement gap
as illustrated in Fig. 5 instead of smaller distributed gaps
as shown in Fig. 2.
[0072] Although Fig. 5 illustrates a single contiguous
period of time during which UE 10 may perform meas-
urements, efficiency may be optimized with variations of
the gap pattern illustrated in Fig. 2, e.g., to define longer
or extended but still distributed measurement gaps.
[0073] In some cases, the radio coverage of an E-
UTRAN or other PS network cell may be entirely within
the radio coverage of a single GERAN, UTRAN, or other
CS network cell. In such a case, the provision of meas-
urement reports by UE 10 to access device 114 may be
unnecessary because access device 114 may direct UE
10 to the overlapping CS network cell without requiring
any additional measurement information from UE 10.
Sometimes there may be more than one GERAN,
UTRAN, or CS network cell that has overlapping radio
coverage with the E-UTRAN or other PS network cell. In
that case it may be sufficient that there exists at least one
CS network cell whose radio coverage is equal to or a
superset of the radio coverage of the E-UTRAN cell - the
access device may direct UE 10 to any of the overlapping
GERAN cells without requesting measurement data from
UE 10. In the case of a UE-terminated call, for example,
when transmitting the paging message, access device
114 may additionally transmit (either within the paging
message or as a separate transmission or transmissions)
an identity of a specific GERAN cell to which UE 10 should
move, and/or system information corresponding to the
specific GERAN cell. This method need not be limited to
the specific radio coverage scenario described above,
but may be beneficial in scenarios where i) indicating a
single target cell is likely to result in fallback success in
a high number of cases, ii) only one cell is available to
provide CS services (regardless of the coverage of that
cell), or iii) the goal is simply to minimize configuration
effort associated with the access device, regardless of
the relative coverage.
[0074] Alternatively, the identity and system informa-
tion of the target GERAN cell may be included in the
system information of the E-UTRAN cell or other PS net-

work cell. For example, a CSFB System Information
Block (SIB) may be added to the E-UTRAN cell’s system
information to carry a GERAN cell identity and the GER-
AN cell’s system information. In that case, the CSFB SIB
indicates that whilst camped on the E-UTRAN cell the
contents of the SIB shall be considered by the UE 10 for
CS fallback. UE 10 can use the CSFB SIB in several
exemplary scenarios as follows:

a) UE 10 may be camped on an E-UTRAN cell in an
RRC_IDLE state. If UE 10 has to perform a UE-orig-
inated CS call using CS fallback, then UE 10 may
move to the cell indicated by the CSFB SIB and in-
itiate a CS call using that network cell, without ac-
cessing the E-UTRAN cell.
b) UE 10 may be camped on an E-UTRAN cell in an
RRC_IDLE state when receiving paging information
indicating a CS fallback UE-terminated call. Upon
receiving the paging information, UE 10 moves to
the cell indicated by the ’CSFB SIB’ and responds
to the paging information on the target cell.
Alternatively, an additional field may be added to the
paging message that specifies ’Use CSFB SIB’. In
response to receiving the ’Use CSFB SIB’ indication,
UE 10 moves to the cell indicated by the ’CSFB SIB’.
If, however, the ’Use CSFB SIB’ indication is not re-
ceived, then UE 10 may respond to the paging infor-
mation as illustrated in Fig. 3, thereby allowing, for
example, the E-UTRAN to request idle or connected
mode measurements and decide to which cell to di-
rect UE 10.
c) UE 10 may be connected to an E-UTRAN cell in
an RRC_CONNECTED state. If UE 10 has to per-
form a UE-originated or UE-terminated CS call using
CS fallback, the Mobility From E-UTRA Command
message need not provide complete network assist-
ance information such as the system information of
the target GERAN cell. Instead the Mobility From E-
UTRAN Command message may have a single field
that indicates ’Use CSFB SIB’. In that case, because
UE 10 has already acquired the ’CSFB SIB’ on that
cell, UE 10 moves to the target cell as if it has re-
ceived complete network assistance information in
the handover message.
d) UE 10 may be connected to an E-UTRAN cell in
an RRC_CONNECTED state. Upon receipt of pag-
ing information or a requirement to initiate a UE-orig-
inated call, UE 10 performs local release, and selects
the indicated GERAN cell without the signaling in the
E-UTRAN cell.

[0075] A similar process may be used in the case of a
UE-originated call (including an emergency call) as soon
as access device 114 is aware that the reason for the
connection request is a CS fallback call.
[0076] If more than one RAT may potentially provide
the fallback service (such as a circuit-switched voice call),
the system information of the E-UTRAN or other PS net-
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work cell may identify one or more target cells for each
such RAT. Certain criteria, such as radio coverage, con-
nection quality, etc., may be used in selecting the most
likely fallback cells to identify in the system information.
[0077] With E-UTRAN it is possible to connect a single
E-UTRAN radio access network to more than one core
network belonging to different operators. This allows
those operators to share the running costs associated
with the radio access network. In such a case, the E-
UTRAN cell will broadcast the Public Land Mobile Net-
work (PLMN) identity of each of the operators and the
UE may register to the core network of just one of the
operators or PLMNs. Although operators may share the
E-UTRAN radio access network, they may not share their
UTRAN, GERAN or other networks that may be used for
CS fallback, or may have different agreements with op-
erators of the UTRAN, GERAN or other networks that
may be used for CS fallback. Hence, an operator that
supports CS fallback from a shared E-UTRAN radio ac-
cess network may require that a mobile station registered
with that operator perform CS fallback to a particular tar-
get UTRAN cell, GERAN cell or other cell, which may be
different from the target cell preferred by a second oper-
ator for mobiles registered with that second operator
when such mobiles perform CS fallback. In such a case,
the CSFB System Information Block may identify multiple
target cells (which may be UTRAN, GERAN or other
cells) and corresponding system information for those
cells belonging to (or preferred by) each of the operators
sharing the E-UTRAN radio access network. When the
UE performs CS fallback using the information from the
CSFB SIB, the UE may select a cell identified in the CSFB
SIB corresponding to the operator or PLMN with which
the UE is currently registered.
[0078] Turning to Fig. 6, an alternative message se-
quence for implementing CS fallback is illustrated. The
process eliminates some of the communication steps be-
tween access device 114 and MME 112. The process
illustrated in Fig. 6 is applicable to CS fallback to GERAN
using inter-RAT cell change (optionally with NACC infor-
mation), and also applicable to CS fallback using redi-
rection to a GERAN, UTRAN or another network cell.
The process may also be made applicable to CS fallback
to UTRAN with the option of using inter-RAT cell change
to UTRAN. The message sequence of Fig. 6 includes
the following steps:
[0079] In a first step 113, a paging request for a CS
voice call, originating from an MSC (not shown), is sent
to MME 112 with which UE 10 is registered. This step is
largely unchanged from that of Fig. 3. Furthermore, as
in the case illustrated in Fig 3, this step may not occur in
the case of a mobile-originated call.
[0080] Steps 116a - 116c establish an RRC connection
on the E-UTRAN cell on which UE 10 was camped. In
the final sub-step 116c, UE 10 sends an RRC Connection
Setup Complete message to access device 114, but the
message is modified compared to that shown in Fig. 3.
For example, the NAS message (NAS Extended Service

Request) is omitted from the RRC Connection Setup
Complete. The NAS message would ordinarily be com-
municated to MME 112 and so is not required when there
is no communication between access device 114 and
MME 112.
[0081] The RRC Connection Setup Complete may in-
clude an indicator that the RRC Connection is being re-
quested for the purpose of CS fallback. The indication
could also be implicit from the absence of an NAS mes-
sage. The RRC Connection Setup Complete may also
include some UE capability information such as a list of
the RATs and bands supported by UE 10. The amount
of UE capability information provided to access device
114 may be less than the amount that would normally
have to be known by access device 114 for the purposes
of providing PS services from access device 114. In the
sequence shown in Fig. 3, for example, access device
114 obtains UE capability information from MME 112 in
the S1 context setup message at step 118 of Fig. 3. In
cases where there is no such communication between
access device 114 and MME 112, as illustrated in Fig.
6, the UE capability information or some subset of the
UE capability information may be provided by UE 10 over
the radio interface. Accordingly, in Fig. 6, there is no S1
context message communicated from MME 112 to ac-
cess device 114. In Fig. 6, a Security Mode Command
message to initiate AS integrity protection may be omitted
compared to the message sequence illustrated in Fig. 3,
because security context information such as security
keys required for AS integrity protection must be received
from the MME, and there is no communication between
MME 112 and access device 114.
[0082] In the example shown in Fig. 6, RRC Connec-
tion Reconfiguration steps 162a and 162b are modified
as compared to the sequence of Fig. 3. Steps 162a and
162b do not establish user plane radio bearers, which
may only be established on request of the MME 112.
[0083] Steps 124, 126, 128 and 130 may be generally
the same as those of Fig. 3. Some standard specifications
may require that the RRC Mobility from E-UTRA Com-
mand message be sent with integrity protection which
implies that the message can only be sent after a Security
Mode Command message has already been transmitted.
This requirement may be lifted so that when undertaking
CS fallback the RRC Mobility from E-UTRA Command
message can be sent without integrity protection. As a
result, step 128 of Fig. 6 may be modified.
[0084] In an example involving emergency calls, UE
10 may be in idle mode camped on an E-UTRAN cell and
not be registered with a CS network cell (e.g., UE 10 has
not successfully performed a combined attach proce-
dure). If so, emergency calls may not be supported on
the E-UTRAN and UE 10 needs to move to a UTRAN or
GERAN cell to initiate an emergency CS voice call. UE
10 may include an ’emergency call’ cause value in the
RRC Connection Request message. Additionally, an
’emergency CSFB request indicator’ may be included in
the RRC Connection Setup Complete message. As men-
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tioned above, in this emergency CS fallback scenario,
the RRC messages may have to be sent without integrity
protection. In the alternative, UE 10 may directly re-select
a UTRAN or GERAN cell to initiate the emergency CS
voice call without signaling the E-UTRAN cell.
[0085] In one specific implementation, as may be re-
quired by 3GPP TS 23.272, subclause 7.7, when a re-
quest for a mobile-terminated service arrives in the net-
work, the MSC sends a paging message via SGSN to
the MME. The MME pages in the tracking areas (TAs)
where UE 10 is registered, and also requests via the S3
interface of the SGSN that has an Idle mode Signaling
Reduction (ISR) relation with the MME to page UE 10 in
the RA. When UE 10 receives the paging by the MME,
UE 10 may reselect a cell of the CS network with which
the UE is registered and respond to the paging by the
SGSN to avoid Extended Service Request procedure
and the subsequent cell change procedure. Fig. 7 illus-
trates a communication flow diagram for handling a UE-
terminated call when ISR is active.
[0086] Referring to Fig. 7, in steps 170 to 176 a UE-
terminated call arrives in MSC/VLR 188 and the CS pag-
ing message is forwarded to MME 112. In steps 178a
and 178b MME 112 sends the CS paging message to
each access device 114 serving the TAs to which UE 10
is registered.
[0087] In step 182, upon receipt of the CS paging in-
formation, UE 10 reselects a cell under the routing area
(RA) with which UE 10 is currently registered if ISR is
active. To realize faster inter-RAT reselection, UE 10 may
use measurements and any system information of can-
didate cells (in particular to ensure that the cell of which
reselection is performed belongs to the same RA with
which the UE 10 is registered). Meanwhile, in steps 180a-
180c, MME 112 forwards the CS paging information to
the associated SGSN 190 if ISR is active and SGSN 190
pages the mobile in the RA with which UE 10 is registered.
Finally, in step 184, UE 10 receives the CS paging infor-
mation from steps 180a-180c and responds to establish
a UE-terminated call. This approach may be particularly
beneficial in cases where the core network operates in
Network Mode of Operation (NMO) 1.
[0088] In some cases, during CS fallback, UE 10 may
be directed to a GERAN cell having a different LA from
the LA in which UE 10 was registered when camped on
the E-UTRAN or another PS network. Fig. 8 illustrates
such an example. As shown in Fig. 8, UE 10 is located
close to the boundaries of the radio coverage of GERAN
cells 204 and 206. GERAN cells 204 and 206 are respec-
tively associated with MSCs 208 and 210 and respec-
tively have LAs A and B. UE 10 is camped on E-UTRAN
cell 202 which is associated with LA A. Thus, when UE
10 performs the combined registration, such as com-
bined attach or combined tracking area update, via the
E-UTRAN cell, UE 10 becomes registered in LA A under
MSC 208.
[0089] When a UE-terminated CS call arrives in MSC
208, the paging message takes the route through MME

112, access device 114, and E-UTRAN cell 202 to UE
10. However, if the CS fallback procedure directs UE 10
to GERAN cell 206, for example because GERAN cell
206 was reported as the strongest GERAN cell, the page
response may take the route through GERAN cell 206,
through BSS 216 to MSC 210. As a result, the page re-
sponse will return to MSC 208, which may result in call
failure or other CS domain service setup failure.
[0090] The problems associated with UE 10 being di-
rected to a GERAN cell belonging to the wrong LA may
be mitigated by informing the E-UTRAN or other PS net-
work of UE 10’s current registered LA. That information
of the current registered LA can then be used to direct
UE 10 to a GERAN or other CS network cell having the
same LA.
[0091] In one implementation of the present system,
the identification of the LA in which UE 10 is registered
is provided to access device 114 by MME 112 through,
for example, the S1 context setup message from MME
112 to access device 114 in step 118 of Fig. 3. Alterna-
tively, information of the current registered LA may be
provided directly by UE 10. If provided by UE 10, the
information of the current registered LA may be transmit-
ted at any stage in the message sequence prior to access
device 114 sending the RRC Mobility from E-UTRA com-
mand in step 128. For example, any of the messages
from UE 10 to access device 114 (including the RRC
Connection Setup Complete or the RRC Measurement
Report) may be configured to include the registered LA
information. In particular, the registered LA information
may be included in the RRC Connection Setup Complete
message in the case that measurement information, ob-
tained while UE 10 is in idle mode, is added to the RRC
Connection Setup Complete.
[0092] Upon receiving the registered LA information
from UE 10 and, optionally, upon receiving an RRC
Measurement Report from UE 10 that contains more than
one GERAN cell, access device 114 may select a GER-
AN cell that belongs to the registered LA for UE 10. After
selecting the GERAN cell, access device 114 identifies
that GERAN cell in a message to UE 10, such as the
RRC Mobility from E-UTRA command or the RRC Con-
nection Release message. Access device 114 may also
provide the system information of the GERAN cell in such
a message. As a result, UE 10 transfers to a GERAN cell
having the same LA as the LA in which UE 10 is regis-
tered. In some cases, access device 114 will use addi-
tional criteria in the selection of a suitable cell for CS
fallback, for example, access device 114 may only select
from cells that have signal strength greater than a given
threshold. In some cases, different signal strength
thresholds may be defined for normal versus emergency
calls.
[0093] The present system may also be configured for
network deployment scenarios where a single MSC con-
trols multiple LAs. In such a deployment, it may be pos-
sible that a paging response reaches the correct MSC,
even if it is sent via a cell having an LA different from the
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LA in which the UE is registered, if the different LA and
the registered LA are both managed by the same MSC.
In such a case, access device 114 may take into account
this network configuration and consider multiple LAs
when determining which target GERAN cell to direct UE
10 towards in order to maximize the probability of fallback
success. MME 112 may also identify the LA in which UE
10 is registered, either from system knowledge or from
a message received from UE 10, and provide the identity
of the LA in which UE 10 is registered to access device
114 to facilitate the selection of target cells.
[0094] In another implementation, the E-UTRAN may
identify more than one target cell for UE 10 to select from.
In addition or in the alternative, the E-UTRAN may pro-
vide system information of the more than one cell to UE
10. Such identifications or system information of the more
than one GERAN cell may be included in a message to
UE 10 to release the connection between UE 10 and the
E-UTRAN access device. For example, the RRC Mobility
from E-UTRA Command message may be modified to
identify more than one GERAN cell, may identify the car-
rier frequencies of the more than one GERAN cell, and
may include system information for the more than one
GERAN cell. Upon receiving the message from the E-
UTRAN identifying more than one GERAN cell, UE 10
selects one of the identified GERAN cells that belongs
to the LA in which UE 10 is currently registered. To de-
termine which of the included GERAN cells belong to the
registered LA, UE 10 may inspect any available system
information applicable to the cells, obtained either from
NACC information, i.e., the system information of the tar-
get cells included in the message from the E-UTRAN, or
from reading the system information directly from the
cells. In addition or in the alternative, UE 10 may select
one of the identified GERAN cells based on previous idle
mode measurements.
[0095] The present system may also be configured for
network deployment scenarios where a single MSC con-
trols multiple location areas. In that case, UE 10 may be
additionally configured to prefer cells having a different
LA but which are managed by the same MSC over those
cells managed by different MSCs.
[0096] UE 10 may also be configured to be aware of
the LA of candidate GERAN cells prior to reporting idle
or connected mode measurements. In that case, UE 10
may apply a filtering or biasing rule to preferentially report
available cells of the same LA in which UE 10 is currently
registered. This may maximize the probability that access
device 114 selects a target cell which is in the same LA
as that in which UE 10 is currently registered. In perform-
ing filtering or biasing, UE 10 may take into account an
awareness of which of multiple LAs are served by the
same MSC so as to maximize the possibility that access
device 114 selects a target cell whose LA is the same as
that in which UE 10 is currently registered, or whose LA
is managed by the same MSC as that with which UE 10
is currently registered.
[0097] In conventional network implementations, the

target system (i.e. the one that provides the CS service)
may not be aware that the call being setup results from
a CS fallback procedure. If the target system were to be
aware that the call results from CS fallback, however, the
time required for call establishment via CS fallback may
be reduced. Depending upon the network configuration,
the target system may be made aware of the CS fallback
status of a call either by the UE or, in the case of a PS
handover, by means of preparation phase signaling (for
example, in the case of fallback from an E-UTRA cell to
a GERAN cell). In particular, the UE may indicate in a
connection setup message, such as an RRC connection
request message or an RRC connection setup complete
message, to the target system that the connection is a
fallback connection to obtain a CS fallback service. Al-
ternatively, the E-UTRA cell may inform the GERAN cell
that the UE is seeking a fallback connection with the
GERAN cell, and may do so by signaling from the eNB
associated with the E-UTRA cell or signaling from the
MME associated with the E-UTRA cell.
[0098] When the target cell is aware of the purpose of
the connection request from the UE, the target cell may
permit the UE to go through an expedited access proce-
dure to receive an assignment of dedicated channels.
The expedited access procedure is in contrast with a nor-
mal access procedure a mobile device needs to go
through when establishing a connection with the target
cell other than a fallback connection. Compared to the
normal access procedure, an expedited access proce-
dure may require less signaling or fewer steps. For ex-
ample, a mobile device performing an expedited access
procedure may be given higher priority.
[0099] Still taking GERAN as an example, to speed up
call establishment in GERAN, a Traffic CHannel (TCH),
instead of a stand-alone dedicated control channel (SD-
CCH), may be assigned in direct response to a call con-
nection request identified as a request for a fallback con-
nection, thereby eliminating the otherwise necessary
step of signaling on the SDCCH before assignment of
TCH. After assigning the TCH, call establishment sign-
aling may be performed using Fast Associated Control
CHannel (FACCH) signaling associated with the TCH,
rather than on the SDCCH. Alternatively, rather than ex-
ecute Authentication and Ciphering procedures in the tar-
get system as part of call setup, any necessary param-
eters for Authentication and Ciphering may be sent as
part of the handover procedure (i.e., as a Cipher mode
setting and RAND).
[0100] Call setup signaling over GSM, for example,
may take place on either the FACCH (Fast Associated
Control Channel) or the SDCCH (Stand Alone Dedicated
Control Channel). Usually the setup occurs on the SD-
CCH, after which the network assigns UE 10 to a traffic
channel on which speech frames are transferred.
[0101] Fig. 9 illustrates a conventional message flow
for implementing call setup on a CS network for a UE-
terminated call using the SDCCH. In step 300 a paging
request is sent from the BSS/MSC to UE 10 via the Pag-
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ing Channel (PCH). In step 302, in response to the paging
request, UE 10 transmits a channel request to BSS/MSC
using Random Access CHannel (RACH) signaling. In
step 304, an assignment message is transmitted from
BSS/MSC to UE 10 via Access Grant CHannel (AGCH)
signaling. The rest of the call setup signaling in Fig. 9
occurs using the SDCCH. In steps 306 - 314 paging re-
sponses, authentication processes and the cipher mode
are setup in several communications between UE 10 and
BSS/MSC. In steps 316 - 320 the call is setup via SDCCH
signaling. In steps 322-328 a connection for the voice
call is established using the FACCH signaling. Finally, in
step 330, after the call is setup ongoing voice communi-
cation occurs between UE 10 and another UE through
BSS/MSC using TCH signaling.
[0102] In contrast, Fig. 10 illustrates a message flow
for implementing call setup on a CS network for a UE-
terminated call using FACCH signaling. When FACCH
signaling is used, UE 10 may immediately be assigned
a traffic channel using AGCH signaling as illustrated by
step 332 of Fig. 10, in place of the two step procedure
described above (i.e. signaling followed by TCH). The
assignment allocates resources on the TCH/F directly
making the second step unnecessary. In steps 334 - 344
FACCH signaling is used to process the response to the
paging request, setup the call, and establish a connec-
tion. In step 346, ongoing voice communication occurs
between UE 10 and another UE through BSS/MSC using
TCH signaling. Fig. 10 also illustrates optional step 348
involving a channel modify message sent using FACCH
signaling from BSS/MSC to UE 10. This message may
be set to UE 10 by the network (e.g., BSS/MSC) to specify
MultiRate Configuration Informational Element (IE) such
as for specifying AMR parameters.
[0103] It is important to note that FACCH is an in-band
signaling channel created using resources that may oth-
erwise be assigned to the TCH. The in-band signaling
approach (instead of the out-band signaling over SDCCH
illustrated in Fig. 9) coupled with the removal of the Au-
thentication/Ciphering procedure, may reduce the overall
call set-up time. Unfortunately, one drawback of this ap-
proach is that there may be no option available (in the
Immediate Assignment message) to indicate the AMR
speech coding option (i.e. MultiRate Configuration IE)
earlier on in the call setup. This may be resolved, how-
ever, by the network sending the Channel mode Modify
message after the call is connected.
[0104] There may be additional benefits if the target
system is aware that the call is a CS fallback call. For
example, redirection back to E-UTRAN at call termination
may be applied to CS fallback calls. Because the mobile
was camped on E-UTRAN when the CS fallback process
was initiated, it is may be optimal that UE 10 be returned
to and camp on an E-UTRAN cell, and possibly the orig-
inal E-UTRAN cell. To do so, the GERAN cell may, at
the release of fallback connection with UE 10, indicate
to UE 10 that UE 10 should be redirected to and re-select
an E-TRAN cell. The indication may identify the E-

UTRAN or the original E-UTRAN cell, and may even con-
tain system information of the original E-UTRAN cell. Al-
ternatively, UE 10 may store the identity of the E-UTRAN
or the original E-UTRAN cell and/or the system informa-
tion of the original UTRAN cell, thereby enabling a rese-
lection of the original E-UTRAN cell upon receiving the
redirect indication from the GERAN cell. Also, appropri-
ate settings of priorities for autonomous reselection may
be configured for UE 10 to increase the probability that
it reselects to E-UTRAN following the call. In particular,
if UE 10 receives a higher priority of cell reselection to
the E-UTRAN than to the GERAN, once the fallback con-
nection with the GERAN cell is released, UE 10 may first
look for an E-UTRAN cell and reselect it if one is found.
[0105] Referring now to Fig. 11, a wireless communi-
cations system including an embodiment of an exemplary
UE 10 is illustrated. The UE is operable for implementing
aspects of the disclosure, but the disclosure should not
be limited to these implementations. Though illustrated
as a mobile phone, the UE may take various forms in-
cluding a wireless handset, a pager, a personal digital
assistant (PDA), a portable computer, a tablet computer,
a laptop computer, smartphones, printers, fax machines,
televisions, set top boxes, and other video display devic-
es, home audio equipment and other home entertain-
ment systems, home monitoring and control systems
(e.g., home monitoring, alarm systems and climate con-
trol systems), and enhanced home appliances such as
computerized refrigerators. Many suitable devices com-
bine some or all of these functions. In some embodiments
of the disclosure, the UE 10 is not a general purpose
computing device like a portable, laptop or tablet com-
puter, but rather is a special-purpose communications
device such as a mobile phone, a wireless handset, a
pager, a PDA, or a telecommunications device installed
in a vehicle. The UE 10 may also be a device, include a
device, or be included in a device that has similar capa-
bilities but that is not transportable, such as a desktop
computer, a set-top box, or a network node. The UE 10
may support specialized activities such as gaming, in-
ventory control, job control, and/or task management
functions, and so on.
[0106] The UE 10 includes a display 702. The UE 10
also includes a touch-sensitive surface, a keyboard or
other input keys generally referred to as 704 for receiving
input by a user. The keyboard may be a full or reduced
alphanumeric keyboard such as QWERTY, Dvorak, AZ-
ERTY, and sequential types, or a traditional numeric key-
pad with alphabet letters associated with a telephone
keypad. The input keys may include a trackwheel, an exit
or escape key, a trackball, and other navigational or func-
tional keys, which may be inwardly depressed to provide
further input function. The UE 10 may present options
for the user to select, controls for the user to actuate,
and/or cursors or other indicators for the user to direct.
[0107] The UE 10 may further accept data entry from
the user, including numbers to dial or various parameter
values for configuring the operation of the UE 10. The
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UE 10 may further execute one or more software or
firmware applications in response to user commands.
These applications may configure the UE 10 to perform
various customized functions in response to user inter-
action. Additionally, the UE 10 may be programmed
and/or configured over-the-air, for example from a wire-
less base station, a wireless access point, or a peer UE
10.
[0108] Among the various applications executable by
the UE 10 is a web browser, which enables the display
702 to show a web page. The web page may be obtained
via wireless communications with a wireless network ac-
cess node, a cell tower, a peer UE 10, or any other wire-
less communications network or system 700. The net-
work 700 is coupled to a wired network 708, such as the
Internet. Via the wireless link and the wired network, the
UE 10 has access to information on various servers, such
as a server 710. The server 710 may provide content that
may be shown on the display 702. Alternately, the UE 10
may access the network 700 through a peer UE 10 acting
as an intermediary, in a relay type or hop type of connec-
tion.
[0109] Fig. 12 shows a block diagram of the UE 10.
While a variety of known components of UE 10 are de-
picted, in an embodiment a subset of the listed compo-
nents and/or additional components not listed may be
included in the UE 10. The UE 10 includes a digital signal
processor (DSP) 802 and a memory 804. As shown, the
UE 10 may further include an antenna and front end unit
806, a radio frequency (RF) transceiver 808, an analog
baseband processing unit 810, a microphone 812, an
earpiece speaker 814, a headset port 816, an input/out-
put interface 818, a removable memory card 820, a uni-
versal serial bus (USB) port 822, a short range wireless
communication sub-system 824, an alert 826, a keypad
828, a liquid crystal display (LCD), which may include a
touch sensitive surface 830, an LCD controller 832, a
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera 834, a camera
controller 836, and a global positioning system (GPS)
sensor 838. In an embodiment, the UE 10 may include
another kind of display that does not provide a touch sen-
sitive screen. In an embodiment, the DSP 802 may com-
municate directly with the memory 804 without passing
through the input/output interface 818.
[0110] The DSP 802 or some other form of controller
or central processing unit operates to control the various
components of the UE 10 in accordance with embedded
software or firmware stored in memory 804 or stored in
memory contained within the DSP 802 itself. In addition
to the embedded software or firmware, the DSP 802 may
execute other applications stored in the memory 804 or
made available via information carrier media such as
portable data storage media like the removable memory
card 820 or via wired or wireless network communica-
tions. The application software may comprise a compiled
set of machine-readable instructions that configure the
DSP 802 to provide the desired functionality, or the ap-
plication software may be high-level software instructions

to be processed by an interpreter or compiler to indirectly
configure the DSP 802.
[0111] The antenna and front end unit 806 may be pro-
vided to convert between wireless signals and electrical
signals, enabling the UE 10 to send and receive informa-
tion from a cellular network or some other available wire-
less communications network or from a peer UE 10. In
an embodiment, the antenna and front end unit 806 may
include multiple antennas to support beam forming
and/or multiple input multiple output (MIMO) operations.
As is known to those skilled in the art, MIMO operations
may provide spatial diversity which can be used to over-
come difficult channel conditions and/or increase chan-
nel throughput. The antenna and front end unit 806 may
include antenna tuning and/or impedance matching com-
ponents, RF power amplifiers, and/or low noise amplifi-
ers.
[0112] The RF transceiver 808 provides frequency
shifting, converting received RF signals to baseband and
converting baseband transmit signals to RF. In some de-
scriptions a radio transceiver or RF transceiver may be
understood to include other signal processing function-
ality such as modulation/demodulation, coding/decod-
ing, interleaving/deinterleaving, spreading/despreading,
inverse fast Fourier transforming (IFFT)/fast Fourier
transforming (FFT), cyclic prefix appending/removal, and
other signal processing functions. For the purposes of
clarity, the description here separates the description of
this signal processing from the RF and/or radio stage and
conceptually allocates that signal processing to the an-
alog baseband processing unit 810 and/or the DSP 802
or other central processing unit. In some embodiments,
the RF transceiver 808, portions of the antenna and front
end 806, and the analog baseband processing unit 810
may be combined in one or more processing units and/or
application specific integrated circuits (ASICs).
[0113] The analog baseband processing unit 810 may
provide various analog processing of inputs and outputs,
for example analog processing of inputs from the micro-
phone 812 and the headset 816 and outputs to the ear-
piece 814 and the headset 816. To that end, the analog
baseband processing unit 810 may have ports for con-
necting to the built-in microphone 812 and the earpiece
speaker 814 that enable the UE 10 to be used as a cell
phone. The analog baseband processing unit 810 may
further include a port for connecting to a headset or other
hands-free microphone and speaker configuration. The
analog baseband processing unit 810 may provide dig-
ital-to-analog conversion in one signal direction and an-
alog-to-digital conversion in the opposing signal direc-
tion. In some embodiments, at least some of the func-
tionality of the analog baseband processing unit 810 may
be provided by digital processing components, for exam-
ple by the DSP 802 or by other central processing units.
[0114] The DSP 802 may perform modulation/demod-
ulation, coding/decoding, interleaving/deinterleaving,
spreading/despreading, inverse fast Fourier transform-
ing (IFFT)/fast Fourier transforming (FFT), cyclic prefix
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appending/removal, and other signal processing func-
tions associated with wireless communications. In an em-
bodiment, for example in a code division multiple access
(CDMA) technology application, for a transmitter function
the DSP 802 may perform modulation, coding, interleav-
ing, and spreading, and for a receiver function the DSP
802 may perform despreading, deinterleaving, decoding,
and demodulation. In another embodiment, for example
in an orthogonal frequency division multiplex access
(OFDMA) technology application, for the transmitter
function the DSP 802 may perform modulation, coding,
interleaving, inverse fast Fourier transforming, and cyclic
prefix appending, and for a receiver function the DSP
802 may perform cyclic prefix removal, fast Fourier trans-
forming, deinterleaving, decoding, and demodulation. In
other wireless technology applications, yet other signal
processing functions and combinations of signal
processing functions may be performed by the DSP 802.
[0115] The DSP 802 may communicate with a wireless
network via the analog baseband processing unit 810.
In some embodiments, the communication may provide
Internet connectivity, enabling a user to gain access to
content on the Internet and to send and receive e-mail
or text messages. The input/output interface 818 inter-
connects the DSP 802 and various memories and inter-
faces. The memory 804 and the removable memory card
820 may provide software and data to configure the op-
eration of the DSP 802. Among the interfaces may be
the USB interface 822 and the short range wireless com-
munication sub-system 824. The USB interface 822 may
be used to charge the UE 10 and may also enable the
UE 10 to function as a peripheral device to exchange
information with a personal computer or other computer
system. The short range wireless communication sub-
system 824 may include an infrared port, a Bluetooth
interface, an IEEE 802.11 compliant wireless interface,
or any other short range wireless communication sub-
system, which may enable the UE 10 to communicate
wirelessly with other nearby mobile devices and/or wire-
less base stations.
[0116] The input/output interface 818 may further con-
nect the DSP 802 to the alert 826 that, when triggered,
causes the UE 10 to provide a notice to the user, for
example, by ringing, playing a melody, or vibrating. The
alert 826 may serve as a mechanism for alerting the user
to any of various events such as an incoming call, a new
text message, and an appointment reminder by silently
vibrating, or by playing a specific pre-assigned melody
for a particular caller.
[0117] The keypad 828 couples to the DSP 802 via the
interface 818 to provide one mechanism for the user to
make selections, enter information, and otherwise pro-
vide input to the UE 10. The keyboard 828 may be a full
or reduced alphanumeric keyboard such as QWERTY,
Dvorak, AZERTY and sequential types, or a traditional
numeric keypad with alphabet letters associated with a
telephone keypad. The input keys may include a track-
wheel, an exit or escape key, a trackball, and other nav-

igational or functional keys, which may be inwardly de-
pressed to provide further input function. Another input
mechanism may be the LCD 830, which may include
touch screen capability and also display text and/or
graphics to the user. The LCD controller 832 couples the
DSP 802 to the LCD 830.
[0118] The CCD camera 834, if equipped, enables the
UE 10 to take digital pictures. The DSP 802 communi-
cates with the CCD camera 834 via the camera controller
836. In another embodiment, a camera operating accord-
ing to a technology other than Charge Coupled Device
cameras may be employed. The GPS sensor 838 is cou-
pled to the DSP 802 to decode global positioning system
signals, thereby enabling the UE 10 to determine its po-
sition. Various other peripherals may also be included to
provide additional functions, e.g., radio and television re-
ception.
[0119] Fig. 13 illustrates a software environment 902
that may be implemented by the DSP 802. The DSP 802
executes operating system drivers 904 that provide a
platform from which the rest of the software operates.
The operating system drivers 904 provide drivers for the
UE hardware with standardized interfaces that are ac-
cessible to application software. The operating system
drivers 904 include application management services
("AMS") 906 that transfer control between applications
running on the UE 10. Also shown in Fig. 13 are a web
browser application 908, a media player application 910,
and Java applets 912. The web browser application 908
configures the UE 10 to operate as a web browser, al-
lowing a user to enter information into forms and select
links to retrieve and view web pages. The media player
application 910 configures the UE 10 to retrieve and play
audio or audiovisual media. The Java applets 912 con-
figure the UE 10 to provide games, utilities, and other
functionality. A component 914 might provide function-
ality described herein.
[0120] The UE 10, access device 120, and other com-
ponents described above might include a processing
component that is capable of executing instructions re-
lated to the actions described above. Fig. 14 illustrates
an example of a system 1000 that includes a processing
component 1010 suitable for implementing one or more
embodiments disclosed herein. In addition to the proc-
essor 1010 (which may be referred to as a central proc-
essor unit (CPU or DSP), the system 1000 might include
network connectivity devices 1020, random access
memory (RAM) 1030, read only memory (ROM) 1040,
secondary storage 1050, and input/output (I/O) devices
1060. In some cases, some of these components may
not be present or may be combined in various combina-
tions with one another or with other components not
shown. These components might be located in a single
physical entity or in more than one physical entity. Any
actions described herein as being taken by the processor
1010 might be taken by the processor 1010 alone or by
the processor 1010 in conjunction with one or more com-
ponents shown or not shown in the drawing.
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[0121] The processor 1010 executes instructions,
codes, computer programs, or scripts that it might access
from the network connectivity devices 1020, RAM 1030,
ROM 1040, or secondary storage 1050 (which might in-
clude various disk-based systems such as hard disk, flop-
py disk, or optical disk). While only one processor 1010
is shown, multiple processors may be present. Thus,
while instructions may be discussed as being executed
by a processor, the instructions may be executed simul-
taneously, serially, or otherwise by one or multiple proc-
essors. The processor 1010 may be implemented as one
or more CPU chips.
[0122] The network connectivity devices 1020 may
take the form of modems, modem banks, Ethernet de-
vices, universal serial bus (USB) interface devices, serial
interfaces, token ring devices, fiber distributed data in-
terface (FDDI) devices, wireless local area network
(WLAN) devices, radio transceiver devices such as code
division multiple access (CDMA) devices, global system
for mobile communications (GSM) radio transceiver de-
vices, worldwide interoperability for microwave access
(WiMAX) devices, and/or other well-known devices for
connecting to networks. These network connectivity de-
vices 1020 may enable the processor 1010 to commu-
nicate with the Internet or one or more telecommunica-
tions networks or other networks from which the proces-
sor 1010 might receive information or to which the proc-
essor 1010 might output information.
[0123] The network connectivity devices 1020 might
also include one or more transceiver components 1025
capable of transmitting and/or receiving data wirelessly
in the form of electromagnetic waves, such as radio fre-
quency signals or microwave frequency signals. Alterna-
tively, the data may propagate in or on the surface of
electrical conductors, in coaxial cables, in waveguides,
in optical media such as optical fiber, or in other media.
The transceiver component 1025 might include separate
receiving and transmitting units or a single transceiver.
Information transmitted or received by the transceiver
1025 may include data that has been processed by the
processor 1010 or instructions that are to be executed
by processor 1010. Such information may be received
from and outputted to a network in the form, for example,
of a computer data baseband signal or signal embodied
in a carrier wave. The data may be ordered according to
different sequences as may be desirable for either
processing or generating the data or transmitting or re-
ceiving the data. The baseband signal, the signal em-
bedded in the carrier wave, or other types of signals cur-
rently used or hereafter developed may be referred to as
the transmission medium and may be generated accord-
ing to several methods well known to one skilled in the art.
[0124] The RAM 1030 might be used to store volatile
data and perhaps to store instructions that are executed
by the processor 1010. The ROM 1040 is a non-volatile
memory device that typically has a smaller memory ca-
pacity than the memory capacity of the secondary stor-
age 1050. ROM 1040 might be used to store instructions

and perhaps data that are read during execution of the
instructions. Access to both RAM 1030 and ROM 1040
is typically faster than to secondary storage 1050. The
secondary storage 1050 is typically comprised of one or
more disk drives or tape drives and might be used for
non-volatile storage of data or as an over-flow data stor-
age device if RAM 1030 is not large enough to hold all
working data. Secondary storage 1050 may be used to
store programs that are loaded into RAM 1030 when such
programs are selected for execution.
[0125] The I/O devices 1060 may include liquid crystal
displays (LCDs), touch screen displays, keyboards, key-
pads, switches, dials, mice, track balls, voice recogniz-
ers, card readers, paper tape readers, printers, video
monitors, or other well-known input/output devices. Also,
the transceiver 1025 might be considered to be a com-
ponent of the I/O devices 1060 instead of or in addition
to being a component of the network connectivity devices
1020. Some or all of the I/O devices 1060 may be sub-
stantially similar to various components depicted in the
previously described drawing of the UE 10, such as the
display 702 and the input 704.
[0126] While several embodiments have been provid-
ed in the present disclosure, it should be understood that
the disclosed systems and methods may be embodied
in many other specific forms without departing from the
scope of the present disclosure. The present examples
are to be considered as illustrative and not restrictive,
and the intention is not to be limited to the details given
herein. The various elements or components may be
combined or integrated in another system or certain fea-
tures may be omitted, or not implemented. For example,
although the present disclosure uses circuit-switched
fallback as an example, the techniques and methods de-
scribed herein can be more generally applied in situations
where UE attempts to access a service not available
through a current network cell with which the UE is as-
sociated but available through another network cell with
which the UE is not currently associated. The service
may be unavailable to the UE through the current network
cell, for example, if the current network cell does not sup-
port the service at all, or if the service is only available
through the current network cell under a protocol that is
not compatible with the UE’s capability. For example, in
the situation where the UE attempts to access voice call
and an E-UTRAN cell may provide voice call but only
through IP services, the service is unavailable through
the E-UTRAN cell if the UE only supports circuit-switched
voice call. Additionally, the current network cell and the
target network cell may or may not be in the same network
and may or may not use the same RAT. A network op-
erator may configure network cells in the same radio ac-
cess network such that a particular service may be pro-
vided in some of the network cells but not others. De-
pending on where the service is provided, the current
network cell may direct the UE to a different radio access
network using a different RAT, or to a different network
cell in the same radio access network.
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[0127] Also, techniques, systems, subsystems and
methods described and illustrated in the various embod-
iments as discrete or separate may be combined or in-
tegrated with other systems, modules, techniques, or
methods without departing from the scope of the present
disclosure. Other items shown or discussed as coupled
or directly coupled or communicating with each other may
be indirectly coupled or communicating through some
interface, device, or intermediate component, whether
electrically, mechanically, or otherwise. Other examples
of changes, substitutions, and alterations are ascertain-
able by one skilled in the art and could be made without
departing from the scope disclosed herein.

Claims

1. A method performed by user equipment, UE (10),
comprising:

receiving a request to access a service unavail-
able through a first network cell associated with
the UE;
receiving a RRC Connection Release message
from an access device (114) associated with the
first network cell directing the UE to release a
connection with the access device (114), where-
in the RRC Connection Release message iden-
tifies a plurality of second network cells providing
the service and contains system information of
the plurality of second network cells including
an indication of a location area for each of the
plurality of second network cells;
releasing the connection with the access device
(114);
selecting one of a plurality of second network
cells providing the service; and
initiating a connection to the selected one of the
plurality of second network cells.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the service is voice or
the service is circuit-switched voice.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2, wherein the service is
not provided by the first network cell; or
the UE(10) does not support a protocol under which
the first network cell provides the service.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein:

the request is received from a user of the UE
(10); or
the request is a paging message.

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising: compar-
ing a location area in which the UE (10) is registered
with the location areas of the plurality of second net-
work cells identified in the RRC Connection Release

message; and selecting one of the plurality of second
network cells belonging to the same location area
as the location area in which the UE is registered.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the selecting com-
prises selecting one of the plurality of second net-
work cells belonging to the same location area as
the location area in which the UE (10) is registered.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the RRC Connection
Release message directs the UE to switch from a
first radio access network associated with the first
network cell to a second radio access network.

8. A method according to any one of the preceding
claims, further comprising:

receiving the request to access a service una-
vailable through a first network cell associated
with the UE in an evolved universal terrestrial
radio access network, E- UTRAN; and
wherein the access device (114) is an evolved
node B, eNB, associated with the first network
cell.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the plurality of net-
work cells are in one of a universal terrestrial radio
access network, UTRAN; a global system for mobile
communications, GSM, network; an evolution-data
optimized, EV-DO, network; a 3GSM network; a dig-
ital enhanced cordless, DECT, network; a digital
AMPS, IS-136/TDMA, network; an integrated digital
enhanced network, iDEN; a universal mobile tele-
communications system, UMTS; an enhanced data
rates for GSM evolution, EDGE, network; a general
packet radio service, GPRS network; and a
GPRS/EDGE radio access network, GERAN

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the RRC Connection
Release message identifies the carrier frequencies
of the access devices (114) associated with the plu-
rality of second network cells.

11. The method of claim 8, wherein the RRC Connection
Release message directs the UE (10) to connect to
one of the plurality of second network cells.

12. User equipment (10) arranged to carry out the meth-
od according to any one of the preceding claims.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren, das durch ein Benutzergerät, UE (User
Equipment) (10), durchgeführt wird und das Folgen-
des umfasst:

Empfangen einer Anforderung zum Zugang zu
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einem Dienst, der durch eine erste Netzzelle,
die mit dem UE assoziiert ist, nicht verfügbar ist;
Empfangen einer RRC-Verbindungsfreigabe-
nachricht von einer Zugangsvorrichtung (114),
die mit der ersten Netzzelle assoziiert ist, welche
das UE anweist, eine Verbindung zu einer Zu-
gangsvorrichtung (114) freizugeben, wobei die
RRC-Verbindungsfreigabenachricht mehrere
zweite Netzzellen identifiziert, die den Dienst
bereitstellen, und Systeminformationen der
mehreren zweiten Netzzellen einschließlich ei-
ner Angabe eines Standortbereichs der mehre-
ren zweiten Netzzellen enthält;
Freigeben der Verbindung zu der Zugangsvor-
richtung (114);
Auswählen einer von mehreren zweiten Netz-
zellen, die den Dienst bereitstellen; und
Initiieren einer Verbindung zu der ausgewählten
der mehreren zweiten Netzzellen.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Dienst Spra-
che ist oder der Dienst leitungsvermittelte Sprache
ist.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oderder 2, wobei der
Dienst nicht durch die erste Netzzelle bereitgestellt
wird; oder
das UE (10) ein Protokoll nicht unterstützt, unter dem
die erste Netzzelle den Dienst bereitstellt.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei:

die Anforderung von einem Benutzer des UE
(10) empfangen wird; oder
die Anforderung eine Paging-Nachricht ist.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das ferner Folgendes
umfasst: Vergleichen eines Standortbereichs, in
dem das UE (10) registriert ist, mit den Standortbe-
reichen der mehreren zweiten Netzzellen, die in der
RRC-Verbindungsfreigabenachricht identifiziert
sind; und Auswählen einer der mehreren zweiten
Netzzellen, die zu dem gleichen Standortbereich wie
der Standortbereich, in dem das UE registriert ist,
gehört.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Auswählen
Auswählen einer der mehreren zweiten Netzzellen
umfasst, die zu dem gleichen Standortbereich wie
der Standortbereich, in dem das UE (10) registriert
ist, gehört.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die RRC-Verbin-
dungsfreigabenachricht das UE anweist, von einem
ersten Funkzugangsnetz, das mit der ersten Netz-
zelle assoziiert ist, auf ein zweites Funkzugangsnetz
zu schalten.

8. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, das ferner Folgendes umfasst:

Empfangen der Anforderung zum Zugang zu ei-
nem Dienst, der durch eine erste Netzzelle, die
mit dem UE assoziiert ist, nicht verfügbar ist, in
einem Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Ac-
cess Network, E-UTRAN; und
wobei die Zugangsvorrichtung (114) ein evol-
ved-Node-B, eNB, ist, der mit der ersten Netz-
zelle assoziiert ist.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 8, wobei sich die mehre-
ren Netzzellen in einem von Folgenden befinden:
einem Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network,
UTRAN; einem Global-System-for-Mobile-Commu-
nications- bzw. GSM-Netz; einem Evolution-Data-
Optimized- bzw. EV-DO-Netz; einem 3GSM-Netz;
einem Digital-Enhanced-Cordless- bzw. DECT-
Netz; einem digitalen AMPS,IS-136/TDMA-Netz; ei-
nem integrated Digital Enhanced Network, iDEN; ei-
nem Universal Mobile Telecommunications System,
UMTS; einem Enhanced-Data-Rates-for-GSM-Evo-
lution- bzw. EDGE-Netz; einem General-Packet-Ra-
dio-Service- bzw. GPRS-Netz; und einem
GPRS/EDGE-Radio-Access-Network, GERAN.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9, wobei die RRC-Verbin-
dungsfreigabenachricht die Trägerfrequenzen der
Zugangsvorrichtungen (114) identifiziert, die mit den
mehreren zweiten Netzzellen assoziiert sind.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 8, wobei die RRC-Verbin-
dungsfreigabenachricht das UE (10) anweist, sich
mit einer der mehreren zweiten Netzzellen zu ver-
binden.

12. Benutzergerät (10), das dazu eingerichtet ist, das
Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che auszuführen.

Revendications

1. Procédé réalisé par un équipement utilisateur, UE
(10), consistant à :

recevoir une demande pour accéder à un servi-
ce non disponible par l’intermédiaire d’une pre-
mière cellule de réseau associée à l’UE ;
recevoir un message de libération de connexion
RRC à partir d’un dispositif d’accès (114) asso-
cié à la première cellule de réseau ordonnant à
l’UE de libérer une connexion avec le dispositif
d’accès (114), où le message de libération de
connexion RRC identifie une pluralité de deuxiè-
mes cellules de réseau fournissant le service et
contient des informations de système de la plu-
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ralité de deuxièmes cellules de réseau compor-
tant une indication d’une zone d’emplacement
pour chacune de la pluralité de deuxièmes cel-
lules de réseau ;
libérer la connexion avec le dispositif d’accès
(114) ;
sélectionner l’une d’une pluralité de deuxièmes
cellules de réseau fournissant le service ; et
initier une connexion à la cellule sélectionnée
de la pluralité de deuxièmes cellules de réseau.

2. Procédé de la revendication 1, dans lequel le service
est un service vocal ou le service est un service vocal
à commutation de circuits.

3. Procédé de la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel le
service n’est pas fourni par la première cellule de
réseau ; ou
l’UE (10) ne prend pas en charge un protocole selon
lequel la première cellule de réseau fournit le service.

4. Procédé de la revendication 1, dans lequel :

la demande est reçue à partir d’un utilisateur de
l’UE (10) ; ou
la demande est un message de radiomessage-
rie.

5. Procédé de la revendication 1, consistant en outre
à : comparer une zone d’emplacement dans laquelle
l’UE (10) est enregistré aux zones d’emplacement
de la pluralité de deuxièmes cellules de réseau iden-
tifiées dans le message de libération de connexion
RRC ; et sélectionner l’une de la pluralité de deuxiè-
mes cellules de réseau appartenant à la même zone
d’emplacement que la zone d’emplacement dans la-
quelle l’UE est enregistré.

6. Procédé de la revendication 1, dans lequel la sélec-
tion consiste à sélectionner l’une de la pluralité de
deuxièmes cellules de réseau appartenant à la mê-
me zone d’emplacement que la zone d’emplace-
ment dans laquelle l’UE (10) est enregistré.

7. Procédé de la revendication 1, dans lequel le mes-
sage de libération de connexion RRC ordonne à l’UE
de passer d’un premier réseau d’accès radio associé
à la première cellule de réseau à un deuxième ré-
seau d’accès radio.

8. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, consistant en outre à :

recevoir la demande pour accéder à un service
non disponible par l’intermédiaire d’une premiè-
re cellule de réseau associée à l’UE dans un
réseau d’accès radio terrestre universel évolué,
E-UTRAN ; et

dans lequel le dispositif d’accès (114) est un
noeud évolué B, eNB, associé à la première cel-
lule de réseau.

9. Procédé de la revendication 8, dans lequel la plura-
lité de cellules de réseau sont dans l’un d’un réseau
d’accès radio terrestre universel, UTRAN ; d’un ré-
seau de système mondial de communications mo-
biles, GSM ; d’un réseau d’évolution optimisée des
données, EV-DO ; d’un réseau 3GSM ; d’un réseau
numérique amélioré sans fil, DECT ; d’un réseau
AMPS numérique, IS-136/TDMA ; d’un réseau nu-
mérique intégré amélioré, iDEN ; d’un système uni-
versel de télécommunications mobiles, UMTS ; d’un
réseau à débits de données améliorés pour l’évolu-
tion du GSM, EDGE ; d’un réseau de service général
de radiocommunication par paquets, GPRS ; et d’un
réseau d’accès radio GPRS/EDGE, GERAN.

10. Procédé de la revendication 9, dans lequel le mes-
sage de libération de connexion RRC identifie les
fréquences porteuses des dispositifs d’accès (114)
associés à la pluralité de deuxièmes cellules de ré-
seau.

11. Procédé de la revendication 8, dans lequel le mes-
sage de libération de connexion RRC ordonne à l’UE
(10) de se connecter à l’une de la pluralité de deuxiè-
mes cellules de réseau.

12. Équipement utilisateur (10) conçu pour réaliser le
procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes.
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